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Introduction 
Cyber attacks are increasing rapidly, having a greater impact on IT systems and costing organisations a 
fortune in lost revenue, time and resources. According to Microsoft, the potential cost of cyber crime to the 
global community is a staggering $500 billion a year*. Criminals are becoming more ambitious and now 
starting to target ERP systems, hitting businesses at the heart of the organisation. 

With technology changing at breakneck speed and organisations taking on average 197 days* to detect 
a breach in their network, it is near impossible to ensure that all your systems are securely protected from all 
vulnerabilities. Even though many organisations are receiving security updates as part of their support service 
from ERP software vendors, more and more organisations are needing to protect business-critical legacy 
systems that have moved beyond vendor support, until such time that they can either be migrated to a new 
platform or decommissioned.

Oracle and SAP regularly provide security patches for their current product versions to protect organisations 
from new security vulnerabilities as they arise.  In the past, this approach was considered ‘best practice’ but 
largely because it was the only choice available. However, are they releasing these patches quickly enough 
to protect your systems from immediate vulnerabilities? Here, at Support Revolution, we believe that vendor 
security patching is too reactive and what organisations need is a more proactive solution.

This paper looks at this method of reactive patching and discusses an alternative, more proactive, solution.

Is there really a problem? 
Firstly, what is the difference between a vulnerability and a threat? 
A vulnerability is a known weakness or gap in the protection of the system.  
A threat is anything which can exploit a vulnerability. These are two key terms used within the security world. 
In simple terms - an unlocked door is a vulnerability and a threat would be a burglar entering that door.

Based on an Ogren study, the average period for researching, testing and deploying security patches is 30 
days, thus causing windows of security exposure for organisations.  However, for current ERP security patching, 
patches are received quarterly and on average, organisations take between 3 and 6 months to progress 
these patches through their internal test environments. This means that organisations can be vulnerable to 
threats for a considerable period of time. In our experience, most organisations apply the latest vendor security 
patches to a Development environment fi rst, to ensure that the patch installs correctly and basic testing can 
be performed. The patch is then promoted to a User Acceptance Testing  environment for full testing, before 
then being promoted to the Production environment. 

Physically applying a patch is a very quick process so you may wonder why it takes so long for the patch to be 
applied to the Production environment. Time is generally lost due to resource constraints with teams working 
on competing projects as well as any system change freezes that are in place. Generally, organisations focus 
on applying fi xes for anything that is broken and consider security patches a lower priority, especially if there 
have been no obvious security threats. With unfi lled cyber security jobs expected to reach 3.5 million by 2021*, 
compared to around 1 million in 2016, specialist resources are an issue for all organisations.

The world has moved on and this method of security patching is out of date, as it is dependent on the software 
vendors identifying loopholes within their own code.  Often, vendors identify issues when one or more of their 
customers suffer an attack, which is a very reactive approach. What’s more, vendors only provide patches 
for their latest versions of supported software.  Almost all organisations run a combination of supported and 
older non-supported software, happily running stable systems, except of course for the lack of any security 
updates from the vendors.

Organisations cannot possibly keep up with the speed that threats are appearing, as in order to do so they 
would need to constantly patch or upgrade every system that they have.  This is not feasible - applying 
vendor patches to test systems, undergoing system testing, user acceptance testing and then promoting 
changes through the various environments before getting onto the live system is a huge and onerous task.
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With average timescales for customers to apply security patches through their various environments taking 
months, your organisation is most likely at least 3 months behind the latest security updates and, as a result, 
vulnerable to security breaches.

There has to be a more effi cient way to protect ERP systems, one that reduces work load and time to implement.

‘Advanced Security’ Solution
We believe the perfect solution to this problem is to be able to apply security updates directly to your system 
without the need for testing. It sounds too good to be true, but this is now possible through ‘virtual patching 
solutions’ - a far more proactive approach than the traditional vendor patching. Virtual patching solutions 
have been available for more than 10 years and are recognised by Gartner as a more progressive and 
proactive solution for organisations to be using.

A virtual patching solution monitors the endpoint of servers and databases - your network ‘fence’. It monitors 
the network traffi c and signatures to identify malicious threats instantaneously and then provides protection 
immediately, without the need for manual testing.

It is like putting a protective ‘fence’ around your systems, then by applying updates directly to the ‘fence’, 
protecting everything within it. Protection is proactive and provided within hours, not months. 
Support Revolution’s ‘Advanced Security’ is based on Trend Micro’s Deep Security solution which works in 
exactly this way.  

Our virtual patching approach enables customers to apply fi xes in near real time. Virtual patching also 
goes above and beyond the current fi xes offered by the big vendors. For example, organisations that are 
on an Extended Support contract only receive patches and fi xes for ‘existing’ issues, meaning they do not 
have access to patches identifi ed for any new threats. Conversely, Advanced Security also protects ‘older’ 
software versions, therefore offering a much improved and secure service.

This paper explains how this superior solution works in practice.
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What is Advanced Security?
Support Revolution’s Advanced Security solution provides advanced server security for physical, virtual, 
and cloud servers. It protects enterprise applications and data from ransomware, breaches and business 
disruptions, without requiring emergency patching. It provides end point security to your servers, applications 
and databases at a server level. By having these distinct perimeters we are able to control the security 
policies without affecting your secure data.

How it works
Advanced Security provides automated pro-active security designed to address the relentless onslaught of 
vulnerabilities.  This virtual patching solution is comprised of a security management component and a very 
small footprint agent which sits on each server.  The manager holds a database of vulnerability signatures 
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which it communicates to each agent.  The agent monitors traffi c on the network level and scans for known 
vulnerability signatures and either reports the incident or blocks the traffi c.

This is a rule-based system, where new rules are published regularly, downloaded to a console with an associated 
‘threat level’ and the organisation then chooses which updates to apply and when.  The deployment of new 
rules has minimal impact on the production systems, which means the time between identifying a vulnerability 
to being protected is reduced from months to hours. Organisations can also choose to apply updates without 
human intervention.

Advance Security delivers the key security controls needed to protect sensitive enterprise deployments, 
including network security with Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) for vulnerability shielding, system security 
through integrity monitoring of sensitive server resources, and malware prevention through anti-malware and 
behavioural analysis to protect against the latest in malicious attacks like ransomware. It helps to ensure 
business continuity, while enabling compliance with important standards and regulations such as PCI DSS 
(Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard), HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), 
and GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), as well as security frameworks like NIST (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology) 800-53 and the SANS/CIS (SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security / Critical Security 
Controls) Top 20 Critical Security Controls.
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East to West and North to South protection
Advanced Security provides protection to the network traffi c both internally and externally.
Network traffi c which is referred to as North to South, is the traffi c which enters and leaves your network, for 
example, external data transfer from the data centre.  East to West traffi c is data transferred within your data 
centre from server to server.  The Advanced Security protection is unique because it offers end point security 
meaning that each server within the estate is protected. Traditionally it has always been the practice to 
ring fence the estate with protection, but this does not provide adequate protection if a vulnerability does 
enter the system and can travel from one server to another.  This type of vulnerability is known as a network 
accessible vulnerability meaning it can traverse the network and replicate itself.  Examples of this type of 
vulnerability are Heartbleed and Shellshock.

Where does the vulnerability database come from?
The dedicated security vulnerability team draws from 100 sources including SANS,  CERT (Computer Emergency 
Response Team), Bugtraq, VulnWatch, Packet Storm, and SecuriTeam.  This information is used to identify and 
correlate new relevant threats and vulnerabilities and then create relevant rules to protect at-risk systems. 

Why is virtual patching a superior solution to vendor patching?
Virtual patching provides proactive support. It can be fully automated and deployed within hours.
Unlike vendor patching, there is no research or customer testing required, before the security fi x is applied.

Summary
With cybercrime predicted to grow again this year, organisations need to review their security regularly – and 
not just by educating staff about potential phishing threats. They need to be reviewing and prioritising the 
security of their ERP systems to prevent criminals gaining access to their most critical data. Whilst the software 
vendors will talk about their own security methods, why not take some time to really evaluate the actual time 
it takes your organisation to implement vendor security patches?

Also consider the resources needed within your organisation for the testing and implementation and 
subsequent incident reporting when generic patches are received. There are more secure and less resource 
hungry ways to keep your data safe, it’s worth investigating a virtual patching option.

The Support Revolution support model is based on being proactive, this also applies to our security patching. 
Our virtual patching approach enables organisations to apply fi xes in almost real time. It also goes above and 
beyond the current fi xes offered by the big vendors. 

Here at Support Revolution, we will not only provide you with signifi cant cost savings on your annual support 
and maintenance, but by using our Advanced Security solution, will ensure that all your systems, both old and 
new, are always protected.
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About Support Revolution
Support Revolution is the only independent, third-party software support provider for Oracle and SAP 
systems headquartered in the UK. Due to an unparalleled depth of industry and local knowledge 
and over 20 years’ experience, Support Revolution provides fi rst-class support and maintenance 
whilst saving customers between 50% and 90% on their support bills – signifi cantly reducing support 
costs and releasing funds for pioneering new projects.

Unlike Oracle and SAP that enforce software upgrades and discontinue support for older systems, 
Support Revolution enables organisations to remain on existing versions for as long as they wish – 
supplying necessary patches and fi xes and supporting all customisations – giving complete control 
back to customers.

For further information see the Support Revolution website
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